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About This Content

Get 200,000 Proud Souls for purchasing skills from Divinity Statues.
200,000 Proud Souls is enough to purchase almost all of the skills in the game.
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Worst ''game'' I've ever played. DO NOT BUY THIS!. sick my duck. Quite possibly the most I have ever been disappointed by
a game. Looks great, looks fun, and I still had fun with it for about five minutes, but unfortunately some bizarre design choices
cripple the game to the point of making it unplayable. For starters, the horizontal sensitivity is too low, and the vertical
sensitivity is too high. No way to change that. Controls are extremely sticky and cumbersome besides. Retro style is no excuse
because the games that inspired this one are much smoother. There's also no way to tell how much ammo you have. There's no
running, no jumping. It feels like a game made for a graphic calculator, only I paid money for this. Extremely disappointing..
Gameplay:

Use your mouse to move your plane. Left click shoots rounds forward. Zig zag and collect power-ups and defeat the enemy. Can
be beat in 10 minutes completely.

Pro's:

Achievement list that can be completed in a couple playthroughs. Has steam badge progression for level farmers.

Con's:

It exists.. I Am A Banana: Best Edition. Nice little game that keeps you entertained in short blasts!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcW2cBGdr6o&feature=youtu.be. Horrible sea-sick inducing video game.
it sounds interesting, but there's no way to reduce the seesaw of your glider.
Sure, it may be realistic to seesaw in a glider, but my video games oughtn't encourage puking.. Solid background with elements
of vegetation, challenging obstacles raise the level of play, cause the desire to reach the end. I promise that this game will appeal
to you!
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Awesome game, also you have to be huuuugely careful if you don't want to start everything over again.

More levels, backgrounds, or skins for the player's plane should be nice, both for aesthetics and giving the player that "arcade
shoot 'em up" feeling.. I would much rather have physical copies of comics but meh. This was great. It ties the two games
together very well. I love the art style, I love the story, I love everything about it.. This game was just utterly cat tastic. From
kitty kart, to flying feline..... I just simply couldnt get enough of this furball out of my brain. The apples in challenge mode were
like catnip.... The rings were just like a scratch post... I truly want to thank te developers for releasing my inner crazy cat person
within such a colorful enjoyable game.

Den \/ den. I got this as part of the bundle. The flamethrower gives a whole new meaning to the term "golden shower".
Hardware: i5 3570, Windows 10, nVidia GTX 1070. Runs great.

Bought it because: unique concept.

A card game that looks like an old black & white movie, you against a skeleton dealer, with an old-timey piano soundtrack
playing in the background. You're dealt 7 cards to start your turn, must discard two, and then play anywhere from 2-5. If you
play fewer than 5, the dealer adds more from his hand, so it's in your best interest to play anything good you have.

You start as a baby; each hand is one year in your life. You have various stats (health, popularity with family, popularity with
peers, etc). The basic cards you play are "have something happen to me" cards, such as having a bad dream as a baby, that force
decisions, such as whether to cry for your parents. Outcomes from your decisions can be good or bad that affect your stats;
some cards just apply effects with no decision possible. You also have cards in your hand that can force good outcomes for
these events, or change the rules, change your card loadout, etc.

It's easily to learn, fairly basic and fun, and is the kind of game you play in short sessions.

There's a game shop where you can buy additional cards for your deck (using game money you earn as you age and start to earn
a salary) to improve the virtual life you go through during the game.

Full price for this game is $9.99. It's fairly casual and I would recommend a lower price point, $4.99 or $2.99, to drive sales. I
also think it would do much better in sales numbers as a tablet game, and recommend the devs port it to iOS or Android..
Dayjob more like don't quit your dayjob

hahahaha. I beat it in one session, 1 hour 20 minutes. I like it quite a bit, but it was shorter and a little easier than I expected.
Good game to relax to, though.. Biggest waste of money ever. Don't buy. Instead invest your time in writing an angry letter to
the devs telling them that this abortion of a game should never have been releeased and they should switch careers
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